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A successful piece of dance on film demands its own kind of intimate participation and response.
Unlike a live show, wherein the viewer’s experience is greatly influenced by seating proximity (as
well as their mood and other ephemeral variables), with dance on film, the director, choreographer
and editor control exactly what the viewer sees. Additionally — in film as opposed to live
performance — the dance does not change from one screening to the next. And via the magic of
post production, the viewer can experience gradations of proximity, distance, speed, point of view,
gravity, and much, much more. The viewer’s experience can be manipulated to include almost
anything you can imagine possible. The editing room is like Wonderland and you are Alice staring
through the looking glass watching as reality is tweaked.

Likewise when I see a dance short that is simply straight forward and clean with very few to no
identifiable effects, shot in black and white using rich and deliberate lighting, a great score, and
movement that draws crisp lines and stark silhouettes, it can be downright delicious.

Aya Bambi in “Mangekyou”

Such is the case with MOVEment’s Mangekyou, which once again I encountered originally on
Nowness. Its success relies solely on everything mentioned above and perhaps especially on the
(unaltered) speed and precision of the performers. Danced by a gorgeous dance duo known as
AyaBambi, choreographers Ryan Heffington and Aya Sato teamed up with director Jacob Sutton
and costume designer Chalayan to create this super cool, one minute short driven by an almost
techno style soundtrack by Mike Q. The choreography is all arms and attitude, referencing voguing
and multi-armed, East Indian deities. It’s hard to tell what the original impetus for this short was,
fashion or just sheer, artsy fun, but who cares? It works so well it’s well worth watching more than
once.

Enjoy.

[embedvideo id=”125230071? website=”vimeo”]

MOVEment presents MANGEKYOU by Jacob Sutton from Laura Holmes Production on Vimeo.
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